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Abstract. In this paper we are con cerned with the
simple Molodensky problem and the linearized fixed-
boundary gravimetric boundary-value problem in
spherical approximation. We find a series solution
for these problems from a variational approach using
the Molodensky shrinking. These series are corn-
pared with the solution by analytical continuation
and the change of boundary method.

1 Introduction
Let SI be the unit sphere in IR'. If h E CO(SI)
and h ::::O, let ~ be the image of SI under the map
1Jh : SI 14 JRl,

(fJh(a) = (R + h(a))a,

where a E SI and R is a positive constant.
Let f be a given function defined on the closed sur-
face Xl, We are interested in the boundary-value
problerns

where n denotes the dornain exterior to ~ and k E
{O, 2}. If SR is the sphere ofradius R then ~ = SR
if, and only if, h = O. P2(SR, 1) is Stokes' problem
and Po (SR, 1) is Hotine's problern. The function f
can be extended throughout the whole space IR' (with
exception of the origin and infinity) so that it remains
constant on rays passing through the origino Below,
by f we denote this extension.
At present, P2(~, f) is called in geodesy the simple
Molodensky problem or sirnply (as sorne years ago)
Molodensky's problern. Po(~, 1) is the linearized
fixed-boundary gravirnetric boundary-value problem
(or GPS-gravimetric boundary problem as recently

called by Moritz (2000» in spherical approxirnation.
The meaning of ~ and of the functions taking part in
Pi; (~, 1) is the following: R is a mean radius of the
earth, u is the disturbing potential,

• if k = 2, ~ is the telluroid and f is the gravity
anornaly b.g at ground level,

• if k = O, ~ is the earth's surface and f is the
gravity disturbance rSg,

and h( a) is the height of w E ~ above the sphere SR
where a = w/lwl.
The problern Po (~, 1) is particularly significant
nowadays. Indeed, its solution gives the gravity po-
tential on the earth surface and therefore geopoten-
tial numbers (the physical rneasure of height above
sea level), as has been pointed out by Moritz
(2000, p.85). By rneans of approximations such
as, for exarnple, the reduction of Poincaré and
Prey (see Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, § 4.4), from
these geopotential numbers we can get orthometric
heights, and hence the fixed-boundary gravirnetric
boundary-value problem could be a good alternative
to the so called GPS-Ievelling which needs a very
precise determination of the geoid.
Frorn a rnathematical point of view the problems
Po (~, f) and P2 (~, 1) have a different treatment.
Whereas Po(~, 1) is unconditional solvable, the
problern P2(~, 1) may have no solution and if a so-
lution exists it is not unique.
M.S.Molodensky (see Molodensky et al., 1962,
Chapter V, §15) solved P2(~, f) by means of Fred-
holm's integral method: he sought to find the solu-
tion of P2 (~, f) in the form of a single layer potential
and this leads to the solution of the following integral
equation (Molodensky et al., 1962, Eq. v'15.9)

27rXCOS2 ex = (1+ E)2 f

+ ~ (1 + E) r M(a, a')x(a') da', (1)JS1
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where X is an auxiliary unknown function defined on
SI and é = h/ R. The kernel M is given by

M(a, (l) = 3L¡;1 (a, a')
+ L¡;3(a, al)(r2(a') - r2(a)) ,

where

Lh(a, a') = l4>h(a) - 4>h(a')1

and r(a) = l4>h(a)1 = R + h(a). The terrain incli-
nation a( a) at 4>h(a) is the angle between the outer
normal to 'E and the radius vector at 4>h(a), and it is
given by

1 1
tan a = ;:1\7shl = R(l +é)-II\7shl,

where \7 sh is the gradient of h( u). In terms of X, the
function u at 4>h(u) is assumed to be

For solving the integral equation (1), Molodensky
replaces 'E by 'Et := 4>th(S¡) with t E [0,1] (the
Molodensky shrinking). Then, expanding X, a and
the kernel M (u, u') of the integral equation in series
of powers of t, he obtains (in planar approximation
(e = O»

00

Ut o 4>th= L untn,
n=O

where Ut(x) is the solution of P2('Et, f) and Un are
functions defined on the unit sphere SI. From (2),
setting t = 1we get formally u o 4>h.
The function Uo in (2) is the restriction to SR of the
solution of P2(SR, 1) given by Stokes' formula

Uo = 4
R r Go [S(~) - 1] da ,
7r 1s,

where S (~) is the Stokes function and Go = f. The
other functions are also given in terms of Stokes'
function and, in words of Molodensky, Eremeev and
Yurkina (Molodensky et al., 1962, p. 123) the topog-
raphy is taken into account in the second equation
(function) and the gradients appear clearly from the
second equation (function) onwards. For instance,
the function Ul is given by

Ul = 4
R r Gl [S(~) - 1] da,
7r 1s,

where

G ( ) = R21 (h(u') - h(u)) (') d 1
1 U L3 ( ') xo u a,

S, o u,u

and

Go 3 r
Xo = 27r + (47r)2 ls, Go [S(~) -1] da.

Some refinements to this solution of Molodensky
were given later by Brovar (see Brovar, 1964; Moritz,
1980). For the problem Po ('E, 1) a Molodensky-type
solution has been derived by Stock (1983).

To our way of thinking, Molodensky's method has
a clear connection with the Poincaré's method 01
the small parameter for solving a regularly per-
turbed Cauchy problem for ordinary differential
equations (see, for example, Kuzmina, 2000, § 1 and
§ 9):

dx
dt = F(x, t, s); x(O, e) = XO(é) . (3)

(2)

In fact, in Poincaré's method, the solution X(t,é) is
expanded in powers of e (X(t,é) = L:~o xk(t)ék).
Then X(t,é) = ¿~=oxk(t)ék is substituted in the
equation (3) and both sides of (3) are expanded in
powers of s. Equating the coefficients in terms with
equal powers of é, we finally have the linear equa-
tions for the coefficients xk (t).

In 1969, Marych and Moritz independently found
an elementary solution by analytical continuation in
the form 01a Molodensky series, using Moritz's own
words (see Moritz (2000), where a brief history of
the use of analytical continuation can also be found).
These Marych-Moritz's series can be derived with-
out needing integral equations and they are nowadays
the basis for numerical computations (see, for exam-
pie, Sünkel (1997». More details about all these se-
ries solutions, their equivalence and the convergence
point can be found in (Moritz, 1980). For the lin-
earized fixed-boundary gravimetric boundary-value
problem a similar solution has recently be derived
by Moritz (2000).

In 1993, Sanso (1993) proposed an iterative method
for solving a certain class of linear boundary value
problems for Laplace's equation. This method is
known as the change 01 boundary method and ap-
plied to solve Pk ('E, 1) it leads to another series so-
lution. This approach will be outlined in Section 3.

From the basic idea of Molodensky of replacing 'E
by 'Et, in Section 2 we propose an alternative vari-
ational approach to solve Pk('E, 1). We show that
the variational approach solution and the solution by
analytical continuation are formally the same. The
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essential difference is that no use of downward an-
alytical continuation is made in the variational ap-
proach. Rather, upward harmonic continuation from
SR is what is needed to explain the terms of the de-
rived series. In this way the Marych-Moritz's so-
lution could be now correctly interpreted. In addi-
tion, this upward harmonic continuation allows that
one can guess some linking between the change of
boundary method and the variational appraach, and
this relation is also studied in this paper.
We have previously spent some time in describing
the method of solution of P2('2:" f) due to Molo-
densky since the idea of the variational appraach is
basically the same: using the Molodensky shrink-
ing, to approximate the solution of Pk ('2:" f) by solv-
ing boundary problems in the domain OR exterior to
SR (integral equations in Molodensky's method) for
which there exist explicit formulae for its solutions
(in the case k = 2, Stokes' problem with changing
boundary values). For this approximation to be ef-
fective we need that O e OR, and for this reason
h 2: o as we are assuming. The variational approach
is more direct in the sense that the intermediate step
of expressing u as a simple layer potential is avoided.
For Dirichlet's problem on nearly circular domains
(in the plane), Kautsky (1962) follows a method sim-
ilar to the variational approach described in this paper
(see his Theorem 3.1 and compare (Kautsky, 1962,
formula (9» with the formula (8) of this paper which
gives the boundary values of the approximations of
the solution of P» ('2:" f).
The origin of this paper is twofold: firstly, to un-
derstand the Marych-Moritz's solution by analytical
continuation for Molodensky's problem; and in sec-
ond place, to look for the connection between the se-
ries solutions obtained in the past for this problem
and the solution given by the change of boundary
method. Since this is the main motivation of this pa-
per we have intentionally not considered solvability
conditions for P2 ('2:" f). Furthermore, neither reg-
ularity of solutions nor convergence problems have
been borne in mind. The question of the convergence
of the different series solutions presented here is still
open.

2 A variational approach for solving
Pk(~, f)

Another way of solving Pk ('2:,,1) is the follow-
ing variational approach that we formally unfold in
this section. We define the function [0,1) x D 1-7

IR, u(t, x) := Ut(x) where ú¡ is the solution of
Pk ('2:,t,f). For any function g( t, x) we shall use the

notation
long

gn(t, x) = -, j:l(t, x) ,
n. utn

and gn(x) := gn(O, x). If Ut(x) is smooth and de-
pends smoothly on t, we may expand u( t, x) in series
of powers of t at t = Oand we get

co

u(t, x) = L un(x)tn (x E D).
n=O

Since u(l, x) is the solution u(x) of Pk('2:" f), then

oo

u(x) = L un(x) (x E D).
n=O

Note that

where ~ is the Laplace operator in IR:' given by
L~=l02 joxT. Hence the functions un(t, x) are har-
monic in the domain Ot exterior to '2:,t and regular
at infinity. In particular, the functions Un(x) are har-
monic outside SR. Note in addition that uo(x) is the
solution of Pk(SR, f).
In order to obtain a boundary condition for un(x),
we consider the function U = rou j or + ku which
is harmonic in 0t, and in 0t satisfies

oun(t,x)
Un(t, x) = r or + kun(t, x) .

Let F = -r-1 U; then, in points of 0t we have

OUn(t, x) k- a --Un(t,x) = Fn(t,x). (4)r r

If Fn(t,.) E CO(Dt), the functions un(t, x) are then
solutions of the problems Pk ('2:,t,Fn (t, x)). Hence,
if t = O, we conc1ude that Un(x) are solutions of
Pk(SR, Fn(x)).
To compute Fn (x) on SR we note that on '2:,t we have
F = f, that is to say

F (t, (R + th(u))u) = f(u). (5)

Since f does not depend on t, differentiation of (5)
with respect to t gives on '2:,t,

oF = _hoF.
ot or

(6)

Repeated differentiation of (6) with respect to t gives
on '2:,t the following recursive formula (n 2: 1)

e-r _hnonF
otn orn

n-l () . on-i (Oi F)'"""' n hn-t__ __

~ i orn-i otí

(7)
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Since

then from (7) we get on SR (t = O)

where, fram (4), if j = O,'" , n - 1

8u kY - __ J - -Uo
J- 8r r"?'

The functions Fj are defined in DR and r Fj are har-
monic in nR.

Remark 2.1 Hitherto we have avoided questions of
regularity. For instance, to compute Ul the existence
ofthe radial derivative 8Fal 8r on SR is required and
this depends on the regularity of f. o

Remark 2.2 As it has been pointed out by Sansó
(1993, Remark A.l) in the context of the change of
boundary method (see Section ) the only convergence
we can expect from the above approach is at best on
1;, but not certainly in the layer between SR and 1;;
in fact, such a convergence can happen only if the
sought solution u has in fact a backward harmonic
continuation and this can happen only under very re-
strictive conditions, using his own words. o

In order to compare the solution that we have ob-
tained with the solution by analytical continuation we
introduce the operators

defined by

where ,(v) denotes the trace (restriction) of v E
CCO (DR) on SR. Then we may write (8) in the form
(n 21)

n

Fn = - LhiLi(Fn_i).
i=l

This expression, if compared with the formula given
by Moritz (1980, § 45: Solution by analytical con-
tinuation, Eq. 45-44), shows the formal equivalence
between the variational appraach and the solution by
analytical continuation. However, we stress that the
equation (9) is meaningful (if f is smooth) and it has

been obtained without downward analytical continu-
ation of f(w) (w E 1;).
Instead of (9) we write (n 2 1)

n

Fn(u) = - Le(u)iHi,n_i(Ru)
i=l

(8) where

ande = hf R.
The functions rFj are harmonic in nR- Conse-
quently the functions r Hi,j are as well harmonic in
nR for all i 2 1. In fact, we have

1 8
H, JO = -;--8 (rHi-l JO

) - Hs.., JO • (10)
, 2 T ' ,

Since r Ha,j = r Fj is harmonic, multiplying both
members in (10) by r, this relation shows recursively
that r Hi,j are harmonic for all i 2 1.
We now define

The function ii., is harmonic outside SI and on SI
we have Hi,j(U) = Hi,j(Ru). In addition

8Hi,j (u)
8r

From (10) we conc1ude that

_ 18Hi-l,j ~
H, Jo(Ru) - -;- 8 (u) - Hi-l J (u). (11)

, 2 r '

Equation (11) has important consequences. It first
shows that the function Hi,j (Ru) (u E SI) is the
trace on SI of the harmonic function

1 8Hi-l,j H~
ir 8r - i-l,j·

(9)
Since one can define the trace on SI of an arbi-
trary harmonic function in nI and regular at infin-
ity (see Dautray and Lions, 1990, Chapter 2, § 6.2)
(and therefore also the trace of its radial derivative),
equation (11) could be the key to give a solid math-
ematical foundation to the variational approach that
we have followed for solving Pk (1;, f).
Fram a computational point of view, we recall that if
u is harmonic outside SI and regular at infinity, its
radial derivative on SI is given by the well-known
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formula (see, for example, Heiskanen and Moritz,
1967, Eq. 1-97)

Hence we have

Formula (12) allows a recursive computation of the
functions Fn (u).

3 Sanso's change of boundary method

With the notation used in (Sanso, 1993), the series
solution of Pk (I:, f) that we get by means of the
change of boundary method is the following

00

u = Uo +L 6un
n=1

(in D),

where Uo is the solution of Pk(SR, f). Let B be the
operator

8u kBu = -- - -u.
8r r

The corrections Su¿ are computed as follows: 6Ul is
the solution of Pk (SR, ~ 1) where

Let VI := Uo + 6Ul, then 6U2 is the solution of
Pk(SR, ~2) where

We define

if n = 0,
ifn > 1.

In general, 6un (n 2: 1) is the solution of
Pk(SR, ~n) where

In other words, ~n is the pullback to SI of the func-
tion defined on I:

f(w) - Bvn-dw) (w E I:).

Note that if n 2: 1

Hence we may conc1ude at least formally that on I:

=i .

In order to compare the variational approach with the
change of boundary method for solving Pk (I:, f) we
observe the following. We have seen that the correc-
tion Un to the partial sum Vn-l := 2:~:01Ui in the
variational approach is the solution of Pk (SR, Fn).
Let

n-l

(f - Bvn-d(w) = (f - L Fj)(w) (w E I:).
j=O

The pullback to SI of this function is approximated
in the following way. Let w E I: and u = w /Iwl,
then we approximate each Fj (j = O,··· ,n - 1)
by the (n - j)th partial sum of its Taylor series ex-
pansion with respect to r at r = R (h = O), getting
in this way a decreasing order of approximation as j
increases. Hence

nI. 8iFo
Fo(w) ~ f(w) + L iiht(u) 8ri (Ru)

i=1

n-l 1. 8iF1
Fdw) ~ F1(Ru) +L iiht(u) 8ri (Ru)

i=1

Grouping terms we have

v

=-Fn

+~ (Fj(R") +t,~h;(")a;:;>;(lW)) .
, ,

v
=0
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From equation (8) we finally find

n-l
L Fj(w) ~ f(w) - Fn(u).
j=O

Thus we conclude that the pullback of (f -
BVn_l)(W) to SI is approximately given by Fn(u).

4 Gradient solution

Following (Moritz, 1980), we call gradient solution
of Pk (I;, 1) to the function VI := Uo + Ul harmonic
in DR. This function can be seen as a first-order ap-
proximation to the solution of Pk (I;, f). The func-
tion Ul is the solution of Pk (SR, F¡), where

and
auo kFo = -- - -Uo·ar r

Therefore VI solves Pk(SR, f + Fl) and is given by

R 1( aFo)VI = - f - h~ Nk(r,'Ij;)du,
47r 51 or

where the kernel Nk (r, 'Ij;) is the spatial Stokes func-
tion if k = 2 or the spatial Hotine function if k = O
(for these functions see Hotine (1969, Eqs. 29.14,
29.17) or Grafarend et al. (1985». Note that the func-
tion (r / R)Fo is harmonic in OR and f is its value on
SR (upward harmonic continuation). Defining mo-
mentarily f(ru) = Fo(ru) (r ~ R) the gradient so-
lution can be written in the form

VI =!i r (f - h ~f) Nk(r, 'Ij;) duo
47r } SI or

In the geodetic case, if k = 2 then f = 6.g and we
have

R r ( a6.g)VI = 47r } SI 6.g - ha:;:- Ser, 'Ij;) duo (13)

In this way we have obtained the Moritz gradient
solution for Molodensky's problem (Moritz, 1980,
Eq. (45-50» but in an essentially different manner. In
fact, in (13) the spatial function (r / R)6.g(ru) is the
upward harmonic continuation of the surface func-
tion 6.g(Ru), whereas Moritz's solution is based in
downward analytical continuation of 6.g(w) (w E
I;). It should be remarked that in (13), 6.g(u) =
6.g(1)h(U)), that is to say 6.g(a) is the pullback of
6.g to the sphere SI'

Remark 4.1 Using a different method (based on a
change of coordinates transforming the telluroid into
an sphere), P.Holota (see Holota (1985) and Holota
(1989, p.502» also found an identical interpretation
for the gradient solution of Molodensky's problem
without resorting to downward analytical continua-
tion. o

Remark 4.2 Replacing in the equation (13) 6.g by
6g and Ser, 'Ij;) by H(r, 'Ij;), we have a similar for-
mula for the gradient solution of Po(I;, 1) (see Auz
and Otero, 2002). The problem Po(I;, 1) can also be
solved by Molodensky's method (Stock, 1983, § 3).
See in addition some of the pioneering works on the
geodetic boundary value problem using the known
surface of the earth, for instance (Koch and Pope,
1972). o

Summing up, the following is the interpretation of
the gradient solution as it is obtained by the varia-
tional approach.

1. As a zero-order approximation of u we take the
solution Uo of Pk(SR, 1).

2. Now we considerthe difference f(w) - Fo(w)
(w E I;) where

auo k
Fo = -- - -uo·ar r

(If Uo would sol ve Pk (I;, f) then this differen-
ce would be zero.) Since

Fo(w)

hence

aFo
f(w) - Fo(w) ~ -h(a) ar (Ra)

= Fl(Ra).

3. Writing f(w) = Fo(w) + (f(w) - Fo(w)) we
then add to Uo a correction given by the solu-
tion of Pk(SR,.) with boundary data the pull-
back of (f - Fo)(w) (w E I;) to SI. According
to step 2 this pullback is approximately given
by Fl. The correction is then the function Ul.

Note that in the change 01 boundary method the
approximation made in step 2 is avoided. As we
have seen in Section the correction 6Ul is the so-
lution of Pk(SR, 6.¡), where 6.1 is the pullback of
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(f - Fo)(w) (w E ~) to the sphere SR. The ad-
vantage of this procedure is that Fo (w) always exists
since Uo E COO(OR). From a computational point
of view the disadvantage may lie in that we have to
compute Uo and oUo/or on a non-spherical surface
like the telluroid (k = 2) or the earth (k = O).
Another interpretation is possible (with k = 2, for
example), this time in accordance with Moritz's line
of thought (see Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, § 8-
10). On the basis of the zero-order approximation Uo
to u we define the gravity anomalies outside SR by
means of

oUo 2~go(rCT) = -- - -Uo·
or r

Let I::.g* be a fictitious field of gravity anomalies on
SR which generate on ~ the measured free-air grav-
ity anomalies ~g (see Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967,
p.317),

I::.g*«h(CT)) = ~g(CT)

where ~g* = Bu* and u* solves P2(SR, ~g*).
Since

o~g*
~g*«h(CT)) = ~g*(RCT) + h(CT)---¡¡;;:-(RCT)+ ... ,

as a first approximation we set

* o~goI::.g (RCT)= I::.g(CT)- h(CT)---¡¡;;:-(RCT).

A first-order approximation to P2(~, ~g) is then the

solution of P2 (SR, ~g - h o~:o ). Compare this

approach with (Rurnmel, 1988, § 3)).

5 Conclusion

We conc1ude this paper noting that the variational
method that we have followed to solve Pk (~, 1) can
also be applied to solve as well other boundary prob-
lems such as the ellipsoidal Stokes boundary-value
problem (see Martinec and Grafarend, 1997) where
a small parameter characterizing the difference be-
tween the ellipsoid of revolution and the sphere ap-
pears in a natural way (for example, the first eccen-
tricity of the ellipsoid).
More complex problems to which one can apply the
methods described in this paper are:

• The linear gravimetric boundary problem (see
Holota, 1997) which generalizes Po(~, 1). In
this problem the boundary condition is

(VT,s) = -og,

where s = -(l¡')VU, U is the normal po-
tential, "( = IVUIis the normal gravity and T
the disturbing potential.

• The linearized scalar boundary problem
which generalizes P2 (~, 1) (see Sacerdote and
Sanso, 1986), where the boundary condition
on the telluroid is

1 0"(
(VT,s) - ( ) !:lhT = -~g,"( s.ei, u

where eh is the unit outer vector normal to the
reference ellipsoid and o"(/oh = (V"(,eh).
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